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Abstract
Studying computer programming requires not only an understanding of
theories and concepts but also coding adeptness. Success in studying or
conducting such a course is definitely a challenge. This paper proposes a
systematic learning style recommendation. The model is designed to evaluate students’ attributes and ongoing or formative learning outcomes for
suggesting the effective style-fit strategy that facilitates learners to enhance
their learning performances in terms of knowledge and skill. A two-stage
association analysis was designed and conducted on a dataset collected
from IT major students who enrolled in the Introduction to Computer Programming course. The first stage of association rules is to analyze and
discover important relationships amongst learning styles, students’ attribute,
and learning performance. The second stage of moderation analysis is then
applied to probe the moderation effect of the different learning preferences
on the relationship between student attributes and learning achievement.
Experiments expose many insights, for example, mathematics and logical
thinking are powerful assets of success in computer programming study.
Association rules can effectively identify associations of learning styles and
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the learning performance in terms of knowledge or skills. By moderation
analysis, students in the “Excellent” cluster have a broad learning style
than other students. Two types of significant moderators, the universal and
specific, exemplify how lecturers can flexibly post style-fit teaching strategies
for a class-wide and specific group, respectively.
Keywords: Association evaluation, association rules, guideline, learning
styles, moderation analysis, style-fit strategy.

1 Introduction
The introduction to computer programming course is an important fundamental subject in computer study and related fields, e.g., computer science
(CS) and information technology (IT). The knowledge and skills obtained
from this course underlie most of the following main courses and clusters of
elective subjects in the CS/IT oriented programs. However, this course is one
of the toughest for both teaching and learning, as evident from the current
failure rates [1–4].
To increase student success rates in learning to program, researchers and
educators have improved the teaching and learning process with three main
methods [5]. Current works can broadly be classified into various categories
such as (1) prediction of student’s learning performance, (2) clustering the
students according to their learning performance [6] or profiles [7], and (3)
the association rule mining for revealing the insight information to support the
stakeholder in decision making [8]. However, most of their efforts are fragmented, separate, and discontinuous, thereby needing a cohesive treatment
to track the student’s learning progress and recommend style-fit strategies.
There is a need for developing a comprehensive conceptual framework that
integrates the aspect of improving the students’ learning performance and
gaining the essential skills to apply with the related work. Forming a unified
framework for dynamically suggesting a style-fit learning strategy according to the sensed student’s learning preference and learning progress for
continually improving student’s learning performance is a challenge.
The aim of this research is to investigate the association evaluation
process and the systematic interaction amongst the elements in the proposed
unified system for achieving effective recommendation of style-fit learning strategies. The intensive association rules mining (ARM) algorithm is
adopted to reveal the direct association among students’ posterior profiles,
learning styles, and level of learning performance. Likewise, the moderation
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analysis is adopted to reveal the moderation effect of students’ learning style
on the posterior profiles and the learning performance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the related work and background information. Section 3 introduces the
proposed framework, the modular architecture of the unified system, and
the adopted methodology to control the synergistic working of the core
modules. Section 4 describes the experimental design. Section 5 presents
the experimental results. Section 6 illustrates insightful discussion. Section 7 summarizes the study, pointing out the limitation and future research
direction.

2 Related Works
This section provides background information and motivation for this work
by conducting a state-of-the-art literature review. The literature review is
presented in three distinct subsections. The first subsection examines the
potential features of an individual student and the optimization factors for
association evaluation analysis. The second subsection discusses the learning
performance measurement, while the last one discusses the association rule
evaluation.
2.1 Potential Factors for Adaptive Learning Systems
The adaptive learning system usually consists of two essential modules:
performance prediction and adaptive evaluation [9, 10]. Personal information
(or student profiles) has been considered the important determinants for
predicting students’ performance, in the extant literature. However, most of
them are static determinants. For adaptive system, learning styles or strategies
have been considered an important factor for redirecting or enhancing the
learning result [11].
2.1.1 Determinants for predicting study performance
Most of the studies in the education domain, including computer education, have consistently indicated that students’ cognitive ability is correlated
strongly with the academic achievement [12]. The academic background
(AB) is the traditional cognitive factor recognized as a powerful predictor
[13, 14]. It is observed in many studies that the ability in mathematics,
science [15], and foreign language fluency (for a nonspeaking English country) [16] is a related factor to predict a student’s success in a computer
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programming course. Multiple intelligence (MI), which is a form of human
intellectual competencies, is another cognitive ability that was utilized as a
predictor of students learning performance [14, 17]. Results of the previous
studies showed that the word smart (linguistic intelligence) and numberreasoning smart (logical-mathematical intelligence) represent the scholarly
intelligence [14, 17]. In the areas of mathematics and computer education,
number-reasoning smart and picture smart (spatial intelligence) were reported
as the most important intelligence for studying computer programming
[14, 17, 18]. Moreover, it was confirmed that adopting the MI as a copredictor together with the traditional factors can enhance the prediction
model’s performance [14]. Recently, researchers have designed a set of learning activities based on the MI approach [19] for improving the performance
in computer programming of first-year undergraduate students.
On the other hand, many pieces of research in computer education
examined the non-cognitive skills that contribute to the success of computer
programming studies [20–22]. The Big Five model is one of the favorite
models used in many studies to comprehend the personality of an individual based on a set of predefined dimensions [23]. This model, found
to have a relationship with the academic performance [24–26], comprises
openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism.
Conscientiousness describes a socially prescribed impulse control. It is the
strongest element with academic success in higher education [24], whereas
neuroticism (the characteristics of anxiety and unstable emotions) is reported
in the opposite [26]. Openness as well as extraversion have only a moderate
association with learning performance [21]. Moreover, neuroticism is the
only element of this model that negatively affects with the programming
aptitudes [21].
The significant predictors are traditionally composed of comprehensive
input variables. Unluckily, the increasing number of predictive factors leads
to the probable multicollinearity problem [27]. Having an awareness of this
concern, the feature extraction was adopted for finding the optimal factors [28]. Previous research of the authors [20] utilized the specific process for
converting the original input into new dimensions. The obtained results are
the effective optimal input factors and the insightful information of students
in each performance level can be interpretable.
2.1.2 Learning style in adaptive learning system
Every student has a different AB as well as learning strategies. Therefore, the
one-size-fits-all learning environment is usually not a good strategy for being
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panacea-like deployment. An adaptive learning system might be considered
as an approach to monitor and recommend some changes to the teacher or
learner in a dynamic way that enables the classroom to achieve learning
outcomes [29, 30]. One of the important modules of the adaptive learning
system is the adaptive engine, which recommends the appropriate learning
material and method. The literature reveals that various factors, such as
students’ performance [11], students’ learning behavior [31], and students’
learning preference, have been used as the adaptive indicators [11]. Among
those variables, the learning style is one of the most widely adopted adaptive
indicators [11, 32]. It is reported to have a significant effect on the learning
process [30]. The proper assortment of the learning environment and learning
style may enhance learning achievement [33].
A student’s learning style refers to how an individual perceives, processes,
understands, and retains information [34]. The style-fit learning environment and learning material support learners to get effective learning and
progress [35]. Consequently, various learning style models have been presented by researchers such as Honey and Mumford [23], Kolb [36], Mayer
and Myers [37], Dunn [38], and Felder and Silverman [39]. Among these
learning styles, this study adopted the Felder and Silverman learning style
model (FSLSM) [40], constructed by expert in educational psychology and
engineering education was adopted in this study. The FSLSM is the widely
used model for science and engineering education [32, 41, 42]. This model
defined the following four dimensions of learning preference [35]:
(1) Process – How does the student prefer to process information? Active or
reflective.
(2) Perception – What type of information does the student preferentially
perceive? Sensory or intuitive.
(3) Through which sensory channel is external information most effectively
perceived? Visual or verbal.
(4) Understand: How does the student progress toward understanding?
Sequential or global.
Several computer education research exposed the relationship between
students’ learning styles and learning performance that reflective and verbal
students tend to achieve in computer programming courses [41–43]. The
study of [44] reported that reflective, intuitive, verbal, and global students
tend to succeed on programming exam, while reflective, sensing, verbal, and
sequence students typically perform the best in the class. Those studies show
that learning styles correlate with computer programming performance and
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some learning styles are more suitable for learning computer programming
subject [44]. The interesting insights from those analyses have been utilized
in the adaptive engine in various ways [45, 46], such as providing the adaptive
learning contexts, adaptive learning resource format, and adaptive teaching
strategies.
Literature in computer education always used correlation analysis and
other data mining approaches to analyze and retrieve valuable information.
Simultaneously, the interaction effect analysis is another powerful approach
that examines the effect of the third variable on the relationship between two
variables. However, the interaction effect (or moderation) analysis has not
been done in the present research context.
2.2 Learning Performance Measuring
The appropriate performance measuring scheme is supposed to guide the
stakeholders, especially students and lecturers, to understand the level of
achievement according to the study’s objective. On the other hand, predictive
performance based on pre- or formative-testing could help forewarn potential
problems, e.g., at-risk students or suggest reorganization of the learning
process based on the known relationship between signified predictors and
the presumed learning performance [47].
Normally, the total score is the summative evaluation of a student’s
performance, accumulated from assignments, tests, and course participation.
In the causal and prediction systems, most of the literature used the total
score or grade to represent the students’ performance [48, 49]. However, the
course grade cannot indicate integral parts of ability [50]. Bergersen et al. [51]
pointed out that segregating the learning performance into knowledge and
skills would make it easy to extract the students’ strengths and/or weaknesses.
However, some researchers, including Campbell et al. [52] and Bergersen
et al. [51], extended performance in pragmatic subjects into three dimensions
of improvement: knowledge, skills, and attitude (or motivation). The motivation was reported as a reinforcing factor for performance [52]. Being aware
of improvement or deficiency in progress, students should be guided to the
link with the methods to achieve greater success [53].
2.3 Association Analysis
The ARM is the process of discovering the interesting relationship between
the co-occurrence of items in the dataset [54, 55]. The ARM has been
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applied in various education research lines, e.g., improving the course curriculum [56], the quality of the learning management system service [57],
and teaching method and learning environment [58, 59]. Moreover, ARM
has been applied to online learning systems for various tasks, e.g., providing feedback or recommendations for the students and instructors [60], to
recommend student’s learning activities [61] and learning material [62].
Applying the association rules analysis with the online learning systems
was reported to have some drawbacks, e.g., discovering too many rules or
poor understandable rules [63]. The study from Merceron and Yacef [64]
reported that size of the sample dataset has a predominant effect on the
results (number of the interesting rules). To identify the interesting rules of
the small sample size, two adequate thresholds (support and confidence) and
extra threshold (cosine or lift) are needed. While the support and confidence
values reflect the basis and strength of the analysis, the lift value measures the
probabilistic sufficiency of the association. In general, the potential rule for
predicting the consequence in future data should have the lift value greater
than 1 [64].
2.4 Moderation Analysis
The moderation analysis is the investigation process for the particular association, which is presumed that the causal variable X on the outcome variable Y
is moderated by another variable in the model (X’s effect depends on the other
variable) [65]. The meaning of this association was interpreted as the different
values (in size or sign) of the moderator cause the antecedent (X) effect on
consequence (Y) differently. When the interaction effect is significant, the
meaning of the association could be interpreted as enhancing or buffering.
The enhancing effect occurs when the value of the moderator increases,
thereby magnifying the effect of the antecedent on the outcome. On the
contrary, the buffering occurs when the value of the moderator increases, but
the effect of the antecedent on the outcome decreases. While antagonistic is
the interaction in terms of the sign when the value of the moderator increases,
the effect of the antecedent on the outcome is reversed.
The original research of moderation analysis had been proposed in
personality psychology and widely used in behavioral science [66, 67].
Most researches performed moderation analysis to consider the interaction
effect between a dependent and independent variable such that the relationship between these may vary across different levels of the moderating
variable [68].
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Various researches in the area of computer and education have adopted the
idea of moderation analysis in the education setting, such as the gamification
as a moderator on student learning through the testing effect [69], students’
general academic achievement as a moderator of the relationship between
social networking use and learning performance [68], and learners’ prior
knowledge and task difficulty have been identified as important moderators
in the relation between feedback and learning [70–72]. Nevertheless, there
is still lack of studies in an education setting using the students’ learning
style as a moderator especially in the adaptive learning framework research
topic.
2.5 Learning Recommendation
One of the key elements of the adaptive learning framework is the adaptive engine or the recommendation module. This module is an algorithm
that integrates information derived from the preceding models in order to
select appropriate learning content to present to the students [73]. This
module is the core process of the adaptive learning systems and it is very
important in generating automatic recommendations [74]. Most researches
selected to analyze student’s learning preferences and/or habits because
these factors enable changeability [75]. Another reason is that the lecturers/educators can get information about how learners used to learn,
and deep understanding might help prepare learning material and design
the teaching and learning method [30, 76]. The data mining algorithm
based on the a priori technique is adopted to discover preferences and
behavior patterns [77]. The effective learning policy or the recommendation list of the style-fit is prepared to deliver personalized learning
service [78].

3 Models and Methodology
A unified framework is proposed to systematically evaluate the learning
progress and recommend an effective style-fit strategy that facilitates the
learners or instructors to enhance the learning performance. Based on the
previous research of the authors [79] , the model is designed to accommodate
pragmatic courses like computer programming where both knowledge and
skill are evaluated. As shown in Figure 1, the system is composed of four
synergistic modules; the features transformation, the performance prediction,
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Figure 1 The designated framework for adaptive learning style-fit recommender.

the association evaluation, and the controls module. The rest of this section
describes the model and methodology to implement these components.
3.1 Architecture of the Unified Framework
The important task of the first module, input features transformation, is to
transform a priori set of individual student attributes into meaningful and
manageable clusters [20], which would be called students’ posterior profile
in this paper. As specified in Section 2, these a priori features reflect students’
embedded profile, for example, the AB, MI, and personality traits (PTs).
Once being transformed, students’ posterior profile shall classify students
into manageable groups and enable the interpretable interaction outcomes
when cooperating with the other modules of the system.
Based on the students’ posterior profile obtained from the first module,
the second module of performance prediction is designed to forecast the
students’ learning performance in terms of the declarative knowledge and the
procedural proficiency or skill [80], the ultimate measures of the learning outcome. The association evaluation is the third module in sequence, designed
to analyze and identify any relationships of the available learning styles with
the students’ posterior profiles and the learning performance. Any interaction
signals, moderation, or sequential effective relationship should be directed to
the fourth module of control.
The control module is based on the paraphrased hypothesis well recognized in the marketing domain [81] that the formative evaluation of the
outcome to the customers (students in this case) could be treated as feedback
to establish adaptively reinforcing models that yield effective marketing programs (learning facilities or styles in this case) to the increasing performance
of the system.
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3.2 Methodology
Underlying the components of a unified framework, the design of the
methodology is used to control the synergistic working of the core modules. The rest of the section describes the methodology of performance
measuring, the feature transformation method, the development of the prediction model, the elaboration of association evaluation, and the outcome
evaluation.
3.2.1 Effective measuring of learning performance
As the computer programming subject is a pragmatic course, the student is
expected to establish both knowledge and skill to a satisfactory or higher
level. The rubrics of learning achievement could be scaled as multilevel of
a desirable grain. The three-level rubric of good, moderate, and underperformed is chosen for this study to avoid the underfitting or overfitting effect as
the input data availability is limited. The learning achievement is measured by
two core dimensions of performance: declarative knowledge and procedural
proficiency.
The declarative knowledge, called knowledge, represents learner’s ability
to understand and explain computer programming concepts, theories, and
frameworks. The measuring scheme should be in the form of formative
or collective scores, e.g., quizzes, exercises report, and midterm or final
examination scores. The procedural proficiency, called skills, is the adeptness
in converting learners’ knowledge into programming skills. These scores are
collected from the lab workshop, assignments, class activities, and the speed
test.
Classifying students to the appropriate performance level at the beginning
of the class is challenging since the difference in distribution pattern of scores
is compared with the previous batches. In this study, the scale of measurement
is based on the classic Ebel’s method of marking [82]. This method assigned
the median score as the basic reference of the letter mark scale as well as the
overall ability level (defined by the responsible lecturer) for specifying the
interval of marks. The five-level ability is presented in terms of the letters
A to D and F (failure). The lower limit (LL) factor of grade A for the
current batch could be determined and set as the reference point to compute
the mark intervals for other grades based on statistical measures of mean
(M) and standard deviation (SD). The adopted method for the three rankedorder of this study defined the score range of the Good group was from
the lower boundary to the maximum score, estimated by Equation (1). The
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score range of the Satisfactory group was an interval between the Good and
Underperformed group, estimated by Equation (2), and the score range of the
Underperformed is from the minimum score to the upper boundary, estimated
by Equation (3).
Good = {xεR|M + (SD ∗ LL)  x  M ax}

(1)

Satisf ied = {xεR|M + (SD ∗ (LL − 2)) < x < M
+ (SD ∗ LL)}

(2)

U nderperf ormed = {xεR|M in  x  M + (SD ∗ (LL − 2))}

(3)

where x is a raw score, R is the set of real numbers, Min and Max are the
minimum and the maximum scores of students in the consideration.
3.2.2 Effective posterior profile
The primary input factors of this study were collected from the cognitive
and non-cognitive abilities. The potential AB and MIs represent the cognitive
factors. The PTs reflect the member of the non-cognitive ability. The details
of all input variables are presented in Tables 1–3.
Since the increasing number of input variables may lead to multicollinearity, previous research of the authors proposed a specific transform features

Type

Table 1 List of primary input factors
Category
Variable

Cognitive

Academic background(AB)

English language
Mathematics
Science
High school GPA

Non-cognitive

Multiple intelligences(MIs)

Word smart
Number smart
Picture smart
Body smart
Music smart
People smart
Self-smart

Personality traits(PTs)

Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
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Table 2 The big five inventory domains [83]
Definition

Big Five Domain
Neuroticism

Contrasts emotional stability and even-temperedness with negative
emotionality, such as feeling anxious, nervous, sad, and tense

Extraversion

Implies an energetic approach toward the social and material world
and includes traits such as sociability, activity, assertiveness, and
positive emotion

Openness

Describes the breadth, depth, originality, and complexity of an
individual’s mental and experiential life

Agreeableness

Contrasts a prosocial and orientation toward others without
antagonism and includes traits such as altruism, tender-mindedness,
trust, and modesty

Conscientiousness

Describes a socially prescribed impulse control that facilitates task
and goal directed behavior, such as thinking before acting, and
following norms and rules

Intelligence

Table 3 Gardner’s seven intelligences [17]
Description

Word smart

An ability to analyze information and create products involving oral and
written language such as speeches, books, and memos

Number smart

An ability to develop equations and proofs, make calculations, and solve
abstract problems

Picture smart

An ability to recognize and manipulate large-scale and fine-grained
spatial images

Body smart

An ability to use one’s body to create products or solve problems

Music smart

An ability to produce, remember, and make meaning from different
patterns of sound

People smart

An ability to recognize and understand other people’s moods, desires,
motivations, and intentions

Self-smart

An ability to recognize and understand his or her own moods, desires,
motivations, and intentions

model that applied principal component analysis (PCA) approach to find
the optimal effective factors. The PCA for feature extraction is adopted to
preserve all the PC values and the exhaustive feature selection, which is
presented in Figure 2.
The features transform aimed to gain an optimal set of effective factors
with insightful information [20]. Which the optimal factors were feed as the
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Figure 2 Architecture of the transform features.

input of the prediction model and the intensive association evaluation. This
specific process is composed of two subprocesses: variable transformation
and variable selection (finding optimal features). The intensive variables
transformation is based on the algorithm of the PCA, which can be the
process that would be deployed to generate a set of new features (or principal components (PC)). Each PC represents a combination of all original
variables, independent of the other PCs. The local relationship of variables
in each PC enables the reference to common characteristics of students in
the group. Then the extraction process would be performed to optimally find
a set of effective PCs. To guarantee the optimality of the selected output
of this process, the best subset selection, the well-known complete search
method, and the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)
were applied in this experiment. Both of the selected methods are based on
regression analysis and very reliable [84], invalidating the significance of the
relationship between variables and the output of the system.
In the best subset selection method, an exhaustive search for all possible
combinations of input variables is done by separating the task into two steps.
The first step, which is to identify the best model for each subset, is subjected
to the smallest residual sum of squares (RSS). The second step is to globally
select the best model from the best of each subset. The selection is subject to
the Akaike information criterion (AIC).
The shrinkage method, which is the basis of LASSO [84], is another
technique to fit the model by introducing a constrain or regularization of
the coefficient estimates. Technically, that is to shrink the coefficient estimates toward zero. This technique penalizes the magnitude of coefficients
of features along with minimizing the difference of error between predicted
and actual observations. The L1 regularization is a well-known approach of
the LASSO [85]. This approach used the absolute value of the magnitude
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of the coefficient as a penalty term as the loss function. LASSO shrinks the
less important features coefficient to zero, which is well-suited for feature
selection, especially when the number of variables is large.
3.2.3 Association evaluation method
Hypothetically, the analysis of the interaction among the students’ learning
performance, their posterior profile, and learning style preference may lead to
systematic guidance for improving student’s learning abilities. In this study,
two association methods were used to reveal interesting relationships. (1) The
association rules method was used to identify the links between characteristics and learning styles of students depending on their performance level. (2)
The moderation analysis was done to identify the moderating influences of
learning style on the relationship between a student’s profile and the learning
performance level.
At this stage, the output of the two methods exposed two types of relationships. The association rules have shown the direct association and moderation
analysis has shown the interaction effect. The insightful information of two
methods has been integrated manually by the researchers and lecturers and
is concluded into the learning guideline for students in each group. When
this system is extended and integrated with the online learning systems,
the learning intelligence dashboard could be used to holistically monitor
and report the ongoing adaptive strategies and achievement of the class for
continual control.
3.2.4 Output evaluation (control process)
The control module is an intelligent process that transformed this framework
into an adaptive system. At this stage, this module is designed to recommend
or adjust a learning style that fits a particular students’ posterior profile. The
output of the association evaluation process, represented in terms of direct
relation and interaction effect, was evaluated manually. The instructor can
interplay with the output of all subprocesses of the association evaluation
to find more insightful and accurate learning guidelines. Once the model
is extended with the online learning system, the behavior monitor process
would collect the students’ learning behavior. The control module should
adjust students’ evaluation automatically by utilizing the association rules
and select significant and effective association and powerful moderators. The
students’ learning behavior would be included in the control process as the
refinement parameter, making the model fit with the target students.
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4 Experimental Design
A unified framework is a conceptual level, which can be varied in a deeper
and detailed level. The scope of this experiment covers the association evaluation, which is the third module of the framework. The exhaustive association
evaluation was experimented with to demonstrate the process of gaining
interpretable relationships of the posterior profile, learning style-fit, and the
desire learning performance. Insights into the reinforcing management of the
learning process to enhance the students’ learning achievement are provided.
4.1 Participant
The participants of this study were the volunteer students who enrolled in
the first-year computer programming course, computer programming I. This
course is a core subject for the first-year first semester of IT major at SIT,
KMUTT. There were 115 complete item sets constituting 55 females and 60
males. All the incomplete records and erroneous data were excluded from the
item set.
4.2 Data Collection and Measuring Tools
There are two types of input data adopted for recommending the style-fit
strategy: the student’s posterior profile and the individual learning styles.
The first one, the effective posterior profiles, is the output of the transform
features. The details of the effective profiles obtained in this study are shown
in Table 4. The second type of input is a student’s learning styles. This study
adopted the index of learning styles (ILS) formulated by [39]. ILS is the
measuring tool to assess student’s learning preferences using a self-evaluation
form consisting of 44 questions (11 questions for each of four dimensions),
presented in Table 5.
Although the reliability of ILS was confirmed in extant research [39], this
study validated the reliability of the ILS with the pioneer respondents; 40 IT
and CS students of SIT , KMUTT. The results show that all dimensions of
the questionnaire had the Cronbach’s alpha greater than 0.7, the minimum
acceptable criterion for reliability.
The learning performance in this study is measured as a performance
clustering group, as outlined in Section 3.2.1. The achievement of the student is measured by two core dimensional performances as the declarative
knowledge and procedural proficiency (or programming skills) with three
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Category
Academic background

Multiple intelligence

Personality trait

Table 4 The student’s posterior profile.
Component
Description
ABBAL

Group of students who have balanced
combination of the test results in English,
mathematics, science, and the high school GPA.

ABGPA

Group of students who have high school GPA,
average in science, and weak in English and
mathematics.

FMIBAL

Group of students having a balanced combination
of all intelligences, except mathematics.

FMIMAT

Group of students who have outstanding
intelligence in mathematics.

PTCON

Group of students who have high
conscientiousness.

ranked order: Good, Satisfactory, and Underperformed. The clustering result
is shown in Table 6.
4.3 Setting of Association Evaluation
4.3.1 Setting for association rules analysis
The association rule analysis was adopted to find three main relationships.
The first one is to find the powerful posterior profile of students at different
performance levels, that the posterior profile was set as the antecedent of
the rules. The second is to expose the learning preference of students in
the different clusters, that the students’ learning performance was set as the
antecedent of the rules. The last is to find effective learning styles that can
increase the learning performance of the Satisfactory and Underperformed
groups. Consequently, the third experiment was set with the posterior profile
and learning style of the students as the antecedent of the rules. For all of
those experiments, the students’ learning performance, which is the level of
knowledge and skills, was set as the consequence of the association analysis.
In this study, the a priori algorithm is adopted for the association rules
analysis [55, 86]. This algorithm is to find the most frequent combination
in the dataset and identify the association rules by setting the threshold
(support, confidence, and lift). The package arules [87] of the R program
were deployed. All antecedents of the original input data (115 datasets)
were converted into the interval scale; the student’s posterior profile was
converted into the dichotomous (as high or low level), and all four dimensions
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Perception

Input

Understand
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Table 5 The index of learning style dimensions and description
Style
Description
Active (ACT)

Active learners tend to retain and understand
information best by doing something active with it such
as discussing or applying it or explaining it to others.

Balance(BalPro )

The learner can learn best for both active and reflective
learning style.

Reflective (REF)

Reflective learners prefer to think about it quietly first.

Sensing (SEN)

Sensors tend to be patient with details and good at
memorizing facts and doing hands-on (laboratory) work.

Balance(BalPer )

The learner can learn best for both sensing and intuitive
learning style.

Intuitive (INT)

Intuitive learner may be better at grasping new concepts
and are often more comfortable than sensors with
abstractions and mathematical formulations.

Visual (VIS)

Visual learners remember best what they see such as
pictures, diagrams, flow charts, timelines, films, and
demonstrations.

Balance(BalInp )

The learner can learn best for both visual and verbal
learning style.

Verbal (VER)

Verbal learners get more out of words such as written
and spoken explanations.

Sequence (SEQ)

Sequential learners tend to gain understanding in linear
steps, with each step following logically from the
previous one.

Balance(BalUnd )

The learner can learn best for both sequence and global
learning style.

Global (GLO)

Global learners tend to learn in large jumps, absorbing
material almost randomly without seeing connections,
and then suddenly “getting it.”

Table 6 Students’ performance clustering
Specific Performance Good Satisfactory Underperformed
Knowledge

18

73

24

Skills

19

73

23
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of learning styles were converted into three values of styles (the LHS, the
balance of style, and the RHS). In this case, the level of knowledge and skills
has been experimented with separately.
The input data of this study are imbalanced and limited in terms of
students’ amount in each cluster. Most students are in the Satisfactory group,
as shown in Table 6. The confidence, support, and lift values were configured
differently when mining important rules in each student cluster. Lift value
higher than 1.8 is required to be strictly affirmative in every discovered rule
for assuring the statistical significance [64, 86, 87]. For the majority class
(Satisfactory group), the thresholds of support and confidence were set as
0.1 and 0.7 in respective order. Those for the minority classes (Good and
Underperformed groups) were set at 0.08 and 0.5.
4.3.2 Setting for moderation analysis
The moderation analysis was adopted to probe the conditional effect of student’s posterior profile on their learning performance when adopted different
learning styles. The moderation analysis was performed according to the
computational tool called the PROCESS [65, 67] which is available as an
embedded function in the SPSS. The student’s posterior profile (antecedent),
student’s learning preference (moderator), and the level of knowledge and
skills (consequence) were the same set as applied in the association rules
analysis. The Johnson-Neyman was used to compute the range of significance
and simple slopes for the interaction analyses. All analyses were two-tailed
and the significance thresholds were set with the p-value as 0.05. The bootstrap resampling was used to estimate a 95% confidence interval for the
indirect effect using 5000 bootstrap samples [65].

5 Results
This section reports the experimental results, including the distribution of
students’ learning styles, evaluation of the association rules, and evaluation
of moderation analysis.
5.1 Learning Styles Distribution
The student learning style is considered as one of the important input variables for the association evaluation module. Based on the data collection,
according to the ILS self-evaluation, the obtained distribution of students’
learning styles according to the four dimensions of learning style is shown
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Dimension
Number

Table 7 Learning styles distribution
Process
Perception
Input
ACT Bal REF SEN Bal INT VIS Bal VER
41

65

9

53

59

3

61

50

4
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Understand
SEQ Bal GLO
9

95

11

in Table 7. Noticeably, students tend to have balanced styles of learning in
every dimension except the input dimension, where the visual learners are
the highest. However, the number of the active and the sensing learner (of the
process and the perception dimensions, respectively) is close to the number
of the balanced style. This implies that the learning preference of students in
this experiment is in line with the science and engineering students reported
in [88], which indicated the preferred learning styles as {active, sensing,
visual, and BalUnd }. Next, we explore the relationship of these learning styles
with the students’ profile and their expected learning performance.
5.2 Evaluation of the Association Rules
The association rule analysis is used to explore three main relationships, as
mentioned in Section 4.3.1. The most significant (or interesting) rules are
listed in Tables 8–10.
The rules in Table 8 expose the characteristics of students in each measure
of knowledge and skill sorted by order of attainment. The rules confirm the
effectiveness of the posterior profile of the students (defined in Section 4.2)
as the powerful factors for classifying the attaining level of programming
knowledge and skills. Rules number 1 and 7 expose the characteristics of
the students who excelled in computer programming study (knowledge and
skills, respectively) as of those with a high level of three properties in the posterior profile: the ABBAL (a well-rounded knowledge), MIMAT (outstanding
intelligence in mathematics and logic), and PTCON (high conscientiousness).
Whereas, the attainment of Satisfactory and Underperformed is associated
with the low level of the MIMAT , which is observable in the remaining rules.
Table 9 exposes the learning preferences of students in each cluster. The
experimental result (rules number 11 and 13) shows that excellent students
are opened or neutral to the process (active and reflective styles) and also
to the input dimension (visual and verbal). The confidence levels may not
be high, but both measures’ conformity helps to validate the relationship.
Satisfactory students prefer to learn with the visual learning style (rules
number 12 and 14). This evidence reveals that there are certain associations
between learning performance and learning styles.
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Table 8 The association rules between student’s profile and learning performance
Rules
Threshold Value
No Antecedences
Consequence
Sup.
Conf.
Lift
1

ABBAL = High
AND
FMIMAT = High
AND PTCOV = High

Knowledge = Good

0.1130

0.8125

3.7375

2

FMIMAT = High

Knowledge = Good

0.1565

0.5625

2.5878

3

ABGPA = High
AND
FMIMAT = Low
AND
PTCON = High

Knowledge = Satisfied

0.1652

0.8261

1.3194

4

ABBAL = High
AND
FMIMAT = Low
AND PTCON = Low

Knowledge = Satisfied

0.1130

0.7647

1.2214

5

ABBAL = Low AND
FMIMAT = Low
AND PTCON = Low

Knowledge = Underperformed

0.0870

0.3030

1.9360

6

ABGPA = Low AND
FMIMAT = High

Skills = Good

0.0870

0.7143

3.5714

7

ABBAL = High
AND
FMIMAT = High
AND
PTCON = High

Skills = Good

0.0957

0.6875

3.4375

8

FMIMAT = High

Skills=Good

0.1391

0.5000

2.500

9

ABGPA = Low AND
FMIMAT = Low
AND
PTCON = Low

Skills = Satisfied

0.0957

0.9167

1.4441

10

ABBAL = Low AND
FMIMAT = Low
AND
PTCON = Low

Skills = Underperformed

0.0870

0.3030

1.8341
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Table 9 The association rules between student’s learning preference and performance
Rules
Threshold Value
No Antecedences
Consequence
Sup.
Conf.
Lift
11

Process = balance
AND
input = balance

12

Process = balance
AND input = visual

13

Process=balance
AND
input = balance

14

Process = active
AND Input = visual

Knowledge = Good

0.0957

0.3548

1.6323

Knowledge = Satisfied

0.2000

0.7419

1.1850

Skills = Good

0.0870

0.3704

1.8519

Skills = Satisfied

0.1130

0.8125

1.2800

Table 10 extends the exposure that yields a better understanding of the
systematic patterns of the studying in each cluster. The association rules combine the students’ profile and their learning preference as the antecedent of
the analysis. In Rule 15, where the profiles of the successful students (Rule 1)
combined with the neutral style of Understand confirmed that students have
superb knowledge in computer programming study with the confidence value
around 85%. Another interesting finding as exposed in rules number 16 and
17 is that sensing style (SEN) or practicing with patience is quite significant
(Conf. around 77%–79%) to craft up those students lacking some excellent
properties, e.g., holding MIMAT (good in mathematics) but lacking either
of ABBAL (balanced knowledge) or PTCON (good conscientiousness). This
association is also true for attaining excellence in skills (rule number 23). This
is with a bit lower confidence value of 71%. Rules 18–22 (for knowledge)
and Rule 24 (for skills) show the significant association of visual (using
high level media or abstraction to demonstrate) as learning style and the
attainment in the satisfied level for both knowledge (Conf. = 100%) and
skills (Conf. = 92%) for those who are weak in MIMAT (math and logic)
but strong in other all-round properties, i.e., ABBAL or ABGPA , or with
good concentration (PT3). The association of visual and satisfied attainment levels may reflect its double-edged sword effect, which, on the one
hand, provides digestible or easy-to-understand essence. Still, on the other
hand, this easing may prevent students from sensing or exercising for deep
details.
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Table 10 The association rules between student’s profile, learning styles, and performance
Rules
Threshold Value
No Antecedences
Consequence
Sup.
Conf.
Lift
15

ABBAL = High AND
FMIMAT = High AND
PTCON = High AND
Understand = balance

Knowledge = Good

0.0957

0.8462

3.8923

16

ABBAL = High AND
FMIMAT = High AND
Perception = sensing

Knowledge = Good

0.0957

0.7857

3.6143

17

FMIMAT = High AND
PTCON = High AND
Perception = sensing

Knowledge = Good

0.0870

0.7692

3.5385

18

AB2 = High AND
FMIMAT = Low AND
PTCON = High AND
Input = visual

Knowledge = Satisfied

0.1043

1.0000

1.5972

19

ABBAL = High AND
FMIMAT = Low AND
Perception = balance
AND Input = visual

Knowledge = Satisfied

0.0957

1.0000

1.5972

20

ABBAL = High AND
FMIMAT = Low AND
Process = balance AND
Input = visual

Knowledge = Satisfied

0.1217

1.0000

1.5972

21

FMIMAT = Low AND
PTCON = High AND
Perception = balance
AND Input = visual

Knowledge = Satisfied

0.0870

1.0000

1.5972

22

FMIMAT = Low AND
PTCON = High AND
Process = balance AND
Input = visual

Knowledge = Satisfied

0.0957

1.0000

1.5972

23

ABBAL = High AND
FMIMAT = High AND
Perception = sensing

Skills = Good

0.0870

0.7134

3.5714

24

ABBAL = High AND
FMIMAT = Low AND
Process = balance AND
Input = visual

Skills = Satisfied

0.1130

0.9286

1.4628
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Figure 3 The significant moderation models.

5.3 Evaluation of the Moderation Analysis
As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, the macro PROCESS adopted in this study
examined the interaction effect of students’ learning styles on the relationship
between students’ posterior profile and learning performance (knowledge and
skills). There are two steps for evaluating the results of the interaction effect
(output of the PROCESS); the first step is to find significant models, and then
to examine the interaction effect (or moderators) of each significant model.
In the first step, the cooperation of learning dimensions is determined as
the moderator and examined with the exhaustive experiment. The significant
model must have a statistically significant value (or p-value) less than 0.05. In
this step, five significant models were obtained, and the conceptual diagrams
of those models (A–E) are shown in Figure 3(a)–(e). However, the results
obtained from this step could only reveal significant models but is not able
to specify a type of interaction effect. The next step is to evaluate the type
of interaction effect, the enhancement of interaction effect (increasing the
effect of profile on performance) or buffering interaction effect (decreasing
the effect of profile on performance). This study aims to find the learning
style that helps improve students learning performance, thus enhancing the
interaction effect is focused.
In the second step, the significant models are examined to indicate any
interaction effects and their implication.
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Table 11 The benchmark of the students’ posterior profile
Antecedence Consequence
Output Measurement
F
p-Value
R2
AB1

Knowledge

24.912

<0.0000

0.181

PT3

Knowledge

14.315

<0.0000

0.112

AB1

Skills

11.389

=0.001

0.092

FMI2

Skills

23.927

<0.0000

0.175

PT3

Skills

8.284

<0.0000

0.068

First, the benchmark (or baseline) is determined for underlying the measure of the power of the interaction effect. The moderation analysis (or
macro PROCESS), adopted in this study is based on the linear regression
model [65]. Thus, the simple regression of the individual factor is set as the
benchmark. Table 11 shows the statistical characteristics of the five significant benchmarking models. Compared to these baselines, the capability of a
learning style of a specific dimension in enhancing the positive interaction of
a student and his performance can be analyzed. A very straight rule is that the
higher the value of the constant and a beta of the interacted regressed line is,
the higher the enhancement of the learning style can be. Additionally, since
the level of enhancement can be different for each subgroup in a cluster of
students, this could give insights into the distinctive rules for the universal
enhancement moderator and the specific enhancement moderator.
Second, the conditional effect of learning styles on the relationship
between students’ posterior profile and their learning performance is considered. As mentioned in Section 4.2, each learning style dimension contains
three value of learning styles (the left-hand side, balancing or natural, and
the right-hand side). The exhaustive combination of the learning styles of
the significant models (results of the first step) is examined. In this case, all
of the interaction effects are compared with the baseline. Only significantly
enhancing interaction effects and baselines are shown in Figures 4–8.
In Figure 4, Model A demonstrates the cooperative interaction effect of
the Process and Understand dimensions on the relationship between ABBAL
and students’ knowledge. This model exposed three specific enhancement
moderators. The ACT-SEQ (coordination of the active and sequence learning
style) and REF-GLO (coordination of the reflective and global learning
style) tend to amplify the programming knowledge of any students who
have a good learning background (ABBAL = High), whereas the REFBalUnd (coordination of the reflective and balancing learning style) tends to
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Figure 4 The interaction effect of Model A.

Figure 5

The interaction effect of Model B.

amplify the programming knowledge of the low learning background students
(ABBAL = Low).
As seen in Figure 5, Model B demonstrates the cooperative interaction
effect of the Perception and Understand dimensions on the relationship
between PTCON and students’ knowledge. This model exposed a universal
enhancement moderator and three specific enhancement moderators. The
SEN-BalUnd (coordination of the sensing and neutral of Understand learning
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Figure 6

The interaction effect of Model C.

style) is the universal moderator, which can amplify the programming knowledge of all students, whereas the SEN-GLO (coordination of the sensing and
global learning style), INT-SEQ (coordination of the intuitive and sequence
learning style), and BalPec -SEQ (coordination of the neutral of the Perception
and sequence learning style) are the specific enhancement moderator, which
can amplify the programming knowledge of the high conscientiousness
student (PTCON = High).
In Figure 6, Model C demonstrates the interaction effect of Process
and Understand learning style on the relationship between ABBAL and student’s skills. This model exposed four specific enhancement moderators.
The REF-GLO (coordination of the reflective and global learning style) and
BalPro -GLO (coordination of the neutral of Process and global learning style)
tend to amplify the programming skills of all students who have a good learning background (ABBAL = High), when the BalPro -BalUnd (coordination
of the neutral of Process and neutral of Understand) and the REF-BalUnd
(coordination of reflective learning style and the neutral of Process) tend
to amplify the programming skills of the low learning background students
(ABBAL = Low).
In Figure 7, Model D demonstrates the interaction effect of Process
and Perception learning style on the relationship between FMIMAT and
student’s skills. This model exposed two universal enhancement moderators
and a specific enhancement moderator. The REF-SEN (coordination of the
reflective and sensing learning style) and BalPro -SEN (coordination of the
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Figure 7 The interaction effect of Model D.

Figure 8

The interaction effect of Model E.

neutral of Process and sensing learning style) are the universal moderators,
which can amplify the programming skills of all students, whereas ACTINT (coordination of the active and intuitive learning style) tends to amplify
the programming skills of the high mathematical ability (FMIMAT = High).
Moreover, the interaction effect shows that the REF-SEN is the powerful
learning style whose highest value of this line is close to the total score of
this part.
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For Figure 8, Model E demonstrates the interaction effect of Process and
Perception learning style on the relationship between PTCON and student’s
skills. This model exposed two universal enhancement moderators: the REFSEN (coordination of the reflective and sensing learning style) and the
BalPro -SEN (coordination of the neutral of Process and sensing learning
style) to amplify the programming skills of all students.
The output of the moderation analysis insisted that the student’s learning
style has an interaction effect on the relationship between students’ profile
and their learning performance. This study defined the two types of significant enhancement moderators: the universal enhancement moderator and the
specific enhancement moderator. The universal enhancement moderator is the
interaction effect effective for all students, while the specific enhancement
moderator is the interaction effect for the particular students.
The universal moderator of this study is composed of the SEN-BalUnd ,
REF-SEN, and BalPro -SEN. The SEN-BalUnd is recommended for increasing
learning knowledge and the REF-SEN and/or BalPro -SEN is recommended
for increasing learning skills. Among the universal moderators, the SEN
(sensing) learning style is the mutual coordination learning style. In general,
the sensory learners prefer learning by doing [39, 89], and they need more
practice and well-established examples [46, 89]. This characteristic matches
with the nature of the computer programming subject. To encourage the
learners, the lecturers should provide details of programming syntax and facts
that need to be learned based on activities found in real life [46, 89, 90].
Moreover, the question-and-answer method, the problem-solving teaching
strategy, and the extra example or exercise should be included [91]. The
balancing (or neutral) between two poles of each dimension is the ideal
learning style because learners can learn best with all styles in that dimension
[39, 89]. Therefore, the students who can balance their learning preferences
tend to receive learning information better than the other students. This may
be the reason why the BalUnd and BalPro are a part of universal enhancement
moderators. The reflection is another learning style in the universal moderator, which was reported from previous computer programming studies as
one of the preferred styles of the Excellent students [44]. Although reflection
learners prefer to think and work alone [89], they tend to collect, analyze,
and review the material carefully before taking action. The lecturer should
alternate lectures with occasional pauses. Students are allowed enough time
to reflect individually on what they have learned. Reflective learners gain
more from the solution method of the homework or example; thus, the
lecturer might assign the self-study such as programming practice and give
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Table 12 The alternative learning style for raising knowledge
Specific Profile
Alternative Learning Style
ABBAL = Low

REF-BalUnd

ABBAL = High

ACT-SEQ, REF-GLO

PTCON = High

BalPer -SEQ, SEN-GLO, INT-SEQ

Table 13 The alternative learning style for raising skills
Specific Profile
Alternative Learning Style
ABBAL = Low

BalPro -BalUnd , REF-BalUnd

ABBAL = High

REF-GLO, BalPro -GLO

FMIMAT = High

ACT-INT

the solution [91]. The universal enhancement moderators help the lecturers to
design their appropriate traditional class (or the general classroom) to support
all students.
Although universal moderators can be applied to all students, the style-fit
learning approach can help learners to learn more effectively. The provision
of specific enhancement moderators can be treated as an alternative choice for
the students, especially those who are unmatchable with the universal learning style. The lecturers can divide the students into small groups by using
their profile, such as a group of low ABs (ABBAL = Low). For this group of
students, the lecturer may adopt a specific teaching recommendation, e.g., the
REF-BalUnd for amplifying knowledge and skills, or adopt BalPro -BalUnd , to
amplify the skills. Hence, having a set of alternative enhancement moderators
can flexibly support the best-fit strategic management for adaptive learning
classroom or environment. For this experiment, the alternative learning styles
for improving the computer programming knowledge and skills, retrieved
from the significant lines observable in Figures 5–8, are shown in Tables 12
and 13, respectively.

6 Discussion
Results of intensive association evaluation reveal the insight into four main
points.
The first point is that the posterior profile of students has a certain association with their learning performance. The excellent students tend to have a
good profile of (ABBAL = High, FMIMAT = High, and PTCON = High),
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whereas the Satisfactory and Underperformed students tend to have the
lower ability in mathematics and logic (FMIMAT = Low). Moreover, the
experimental result is consistent with previous research [12, 14, 20], that
the ability in mathematics and logic (FMIMAT ) is a powerful indicator for
indicating the success in computer programming study. This insight may
help the lecturers to design their class, such as cluster grouping students by
their mathematical ability, or suggest the low ability students to enroll in precourse or self-learning in mathematical and logic for computer study (e.g.,
the Discrete Mathematics or the Computational Logic).
The second point is that students who have a broad learning preference
(or neutral) tend to have a better learning performance than specific learning
preferences. Excellent students have a broad learning style than Satisfactory,
which may be the reason for success. This insight may help the lecturers to
design their class in such a way of customizing the teaching environment
and/or method to accommodate the specific learning style of the specific
group.
The third point is that enhancing significant moderators for which their
interaction effect was higher than the benchmark. The universal enhancement
moderator had a significant interaction effect for all students, composed of
the SEN-BalUnd , REF-SEN, and BalPro -SEN. While the specific enhancing moderator was the alternative for the specific students (their learning
preference mismatches with the universal learning style) such as the low
ABs (ABBAL = Low), learners may adopt REF-BalUnd for increasing their
learning performance.
The last point is the limitation of the association evaluation. The imbalance and limit in the size of the minority input data in this study lead to
the limit of the significant rules. For enhancing the precision and accuracy
of the model, the future experiment should collect student data for the next
batch. Each module of this proposed framework operates independently of the
others. This model can be flexibly deployed alongside a course proceeding or
course-after-course basis.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposed a unified framework (1) for educators to facilitate the
learning environment and materials in the computer programming course,
and (2) for systematically reinforcing learners in each independent group
to enhance achievement in the course. The study is scoped to only the
first course in computer programming and designed to evaluate students’
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attributes and ongoing or formative learning outcome for suggesting the
effective style-fit strategy that facilitates learners to enhance their learning
performances in terms of knowledge and skill. The obtained results show
that the system can evaluate the relationship of student profile, learning
style, and the performance prediction for recommending feedback that could
improve or facilitate the learning process in a systematic, unified manner. The
relationship among these attributes is evaluated using the association rule and
moderation analysis. The association rule, by a priori algorithm, insists that
the posterior profile was associated with learning performance, and the abilities in mathematics and logic (MIMAT ) were the strongest profile associated
with the success in computer programming study. The learning preference of
students had a relationship with their learning performance. The learners in
the Excellent group had a broader learning style than those in the Satisfactory
group. The moderation analysis was to identify the interaction effect of
learning styles on the relationship between students’ profile and learning
achievement. There are two types of significant enhancement moderators for
this study. The universal enhancement moderator is an effective moderator
for all students, while the specific enhancement moderator is recommended
for specific groups. For example, sensing and neutral of Understand is the
universal moderator for enhancing the student’s knowledge, and reflective
and sensing is the universal moderator for enhancing the programming skills.
The analysis provides many insightful recommendations for lecturers to make
a style-fit teaching strategy.
Future research may give a focus on the behavior monitoring module.
Once this module is activated, lecturers will realize how much the students are
engaging themselves in learning. The student’s learning behavior will help to
fulfill the analysis in the association evaluation module and lead to continual
adaptive learning guidelines.
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